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Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 11/07/2009 :  17:17:44  

Kim Wilde in an interview originally published in Musik Express/Sounds
(Germany), January 1, 1984
Written by: Stefan Svoboda

SS:Do you have a wish, an ambition that is burning within you?
KW:Yes, I would like to write a song for Dusty Springfield.

SS:Hahaha. Why Dusty Springfield exactly?

KW: That's not something to laugh about. She has a super-voice, but
at the same time - in my humble opinion - such lousy material lately.
And wouldn't it be fun if I, who has never written a song, would write
my first song for someone else, a star who really needs it.

http://www.wilde-life.com/articles/1984/02541/

and another Kim/ Dusty item:

http://www.kimwildegardens.com/articles/2002/00945/

and yet another quote from Kim:

"Randy Newman wrote great songs, but it took Dusty Springfield to
make them come alive"

http://kimwilde.zeronet.de/articles/1983/00334/

trek007
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 11/07/2009 :  17:46:41  

Ta Clive, nice articles.

Never realised Kim was a Dusty fan.

Trek.
often called Carole.

Clive
I’ll try anything

Posted - 11/07/2009 :  17:52:53  

Here's Kim meeting Dusty at the Hippodrome 1985.
(thanks to Sarah who originally posted this photo)
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Where am I going?
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Posted - 11/07/2009 :  18:43:55  

Kim's lovely and her Dad is of course Marty. She must have been
brought up with the history of pop playing while she grew up but lots
of us were Dusty fans back then in any case. I'm pleased to see all
those Dusty quotes. 

I checked out one of Kim's fan sites months ago and saw a quote
about that last photo. The quote was at the end of the page and the
ending of it was cut off. Kim was saying that when she met Dusty she
thought there was something not quite right about her. Kim would've
been a bit shy too. I bet she never got to ask the questions she
wanted to ask Dusty. And if she did I bet Dusty didn't answer them!

Memphis
Ever since we met...
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